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Unformed Structure contains a set of elements that represent the internal processes
and outcomes of a both spatially oriented and temporally oriented minds responding
to external observation and/or internal consideration.

Unformed Structure allows all spatial and temporal arrangments of its elements that
hold meaning for BOTH spatiial and temporal minds.

A specific Story Structure is determined by selecting spatial relationships.

Story Telling determines the temporal relationships.

In our system, the top two elements of any quad represent spatial elements.

The bottom two elements of any quad represent temporal elements.

From this view, any two elements in a horizonallevel may be flipped.

Flipping changes the perspective of the viewing audience between internal and
external views of that particular quad.

The spatial and temporal minds see quads inversely to each other in terms of internal
and external perspectives.

So flipping of horizontal elements switches the way each mind sees the particular
quad, while maintaining the inverse perspectives.

An author chooses to flip or not flip each binary pair, and in so doing determines the
nature of the potentials within each quad.

Once the potentials have been established, the structure of the specific story is locked
and should not be changed during story telling.

The specific structure represents the frozen state of a single mind containing an
imbalance.

Story telling represents the specific process this mind uses to isolate and confront the
imbalance.

Both spatial and temporal minds share an external view of the overall specific
structure.

This provides the audience with a clear view of their own inner problem solving
process.

A quad of elements can be seen spatially as the perspectives of Internal view of
Internal, Internal view of External, External view of Internal, and External view of
External.
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A quad of elements can ALSO be seen temporally as the dynamics of Potential,
Resistance, Current, and Outcome.

Elements can be arranged in quads horizontally or vertically.

When one arrangement is seen as the Spatial perspectives, the other is seen as the
Temporal dynamics.

When four quads create another quad, the small quads represent elements in the
large quad with the same arrangement of interrelationships.

The difference is that the levels will alternate as to whether they are viewed as spatial
or temporal.

The way Spatial and Temporal minds view the meaning of the quads is inverse.

Nevertheless, since the audience sees the structure as a whole from an external view,
the next level down will be viewed temporally.

This next level down describes the ACTS.

Once the author has finished flipping the elements, the order of the storytelling is
determined at the temporal levels.

In the level of Acts, one will represent Potentials, one Resistances, one Processes, and
one Outcomes.

Storytelling will follow this order.

Whenever a temporal level is employed, each element depends upon the previous
element for definition.

Therefore, the Potential element must be completely described before the Resistance
element can be explored.

The way a temporal level is described is by the spatial arrangment within it.

So the level just below the temporal Acts level must be described first.

This is a spatial level called SCENES.

Since there are horizontal and vertical levels representing spatial and temporal axes,
a given temporal element can only be completely described by not only the spatial
arrangement of the quads within it, but by its spatial relationship to the other elements
in its own quad.

When an element in the spatial SCENE level is specified, it is "stacked" with
complimentary elements from the other Acts to form a vertical temporal quad.



From one viewpoint, it appears that both the Temporal Act level and the Spatial Scene
level are BOTH spatial levels, with the vertical relationships representing the Temporal
axis.

If the element representing Potential is picked from the first Act, it will be stacked with
the Resistance element from the second Act, the Current element from the third Act
and the Outcome element of the fourth Act.

Next, the Resistance element of the first Act will be stacked with the Current element of
the second Act, the Outcome of the third Act, and the Potential of the fourth.

Since the entire first Act is scene as Potential in reference to the other Acts, the
Resistance element will be the Potential of this scene, with the Current element of the
second Act becomming the Resistance, and so on.

Four Scenes can be generated this way.

This provides the spatial and temporal minds in an audience with a single view,
internal or external of the structure.

An external view is more understandable.

An internal view is more involving.

So two horizontal elements are flipped in the spatial Scene level and the process is
repeated, generating the opposite view for each type of mind in the audience, and
generating another two scenes for a total of six.

Next the other two horizontal elements are flipped to illustrate both views of the other
perspective. This generates another two scenes for a total of eight.

In an Action film, the spatial horizontal line will be flipped first

In a Decision film, the temporal horizontal line will be flipped first

When the first Act has been explored, the same proceedure is used with the second
Act.

Since the first Act has been temporally explored, the second Act becomes the new set
of potentials.

Its exploration determines the next set of eight scenes.

The third Act determines the final set of eight scenes for a total of 24.

Because of the nature of spatial and temporal minds, the fourth Act representing
Outcome is a blind side to the Internal view. To an audience viewing the spatial
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structure temporally, all aspects of the Outcome Act have already been explored, save
the Potentials of the elements within the Act.

The storytelling of the fourth Act is simply the relating of the Potentials of its spatial
arrangement.

At the level below Scenes, the elements are pure: they are not quads made from
"smaller" elements.

When an Act is explored, each Scene of that act is also explored at this Sub-scene
level.

The pattern is the same as the exploration of the Acts by the Scenes.

The Potential element of the first scene is stacked with the Resistance element of the
second Scene, etc, until all Sub-scenes have been explored.

Because thematic material interjected by the author often contains more data and is
more potent than the information contained in the Sub-scene level, the arrangement of
elements is often difficult to see.

For practical purposes, as long as the proper elements are present, the order is not
nearly as important as that of the Scenes and certainly much less important than that
of the Acts.
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